
STORY OF HANA THE HAPPY HONU HOLDER
Hana, a green sea turtle, was born not long ago on a hidden beach on the west 
coast of the Big Island of Hawaii.  She was lonely in the endless warm waters of 
the Pacific Ocean.  But, one early morning, while swimming near the pier in 
downtown Kailua-Kona, she happened upon a group of swimmers who were 
talking about something called “Quilting On The Beach.”  Hana joined the 
swimmers who knew having a green sea turtle along side them was a sign of 
good luck.  According to Hawaiian folklore, green sea turtles are considered 
“the protector” as Mano the shark should not be in the area if a green sea turtle 
was found swimming by the shores.

Hana's curiosity got the best of her – Quilting On The Beach sounded like a lot 
of fun – green sea turtles love fun!  For weeks and months, Hana swam with 
her land friends who told her about the quilts, the classes, the teachers, the 
laughter and the food that would be happening just a few feet from her beach. 
Hana thought – green sea turtles can leave the waters for a little while to enjoy 
the sun, sand and fun.  She would go to Quilting On The Beach!  

Like any female, Hana wanted her own new quilt;  however,  since fabrics were 
not available in the ocean, she would make a “beaded quilt” to adorn her shell. 
But how?  

One day, while swimming, Hana met Nellie the needle fish.  Nellie was happy to 
help Hana design and make her special ocean quilt.  Together they gathered 
shells and pearls from the bottom of the ocean.  They collected pretty sand and 
found objects; anything that would make her quilted shell shine!  As the 
seasons changed and the waters cooled, Hana's quilt grew to cover her shell.

As Quilting On The Beach approached, Hana finished her quilt to share with all 
her new land friends.  Hana, no longer lonely, loved to show off her gleeming 
ocean quilt.  She asked her land friends to make tiny green sea turtles in her 
likeness so the quilters could take them home all around the world.  Hana knew 
her Happy Honu story would bring joy to all who heard of her beaded ocean 
quilt.  Hana insisted the tiny green sea turtles would need to feel useful even 
out of the water.  Thus the Happy Honu Holders were sent to protect quilters' 
favorite scissors and to go out on the town to hold quilters' precious objects.

Hana continues to swim with the quilters at the Kailua-Kona pier.  She loves 
hearing their happy voices and knowing she too is a part of Quilting On The 
Beach!
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